
A good partner program extension provides a better 
mortgage transaction, and maintains data integrity.
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In our case, eLynx’s partner program brings 
together best-in-breed organizations that 
supports progressive stages of the mortgage 

process to provide a single, end-to-end view 
of a loan, and that integrates seamlessly 

with unique workflows and processes.
Why is this important? It is critical 
for lenders to have and enjoy 

the benefits of an end-to-end 
electronic lending workflow 

without their established 
systems and processes 
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being disrupted. Increasing regulatory 
and compliance requirements, combined 
with loan quality initiatives by leading in-
vestors, requires lenders to provide great-
er transparency for each step in the loan 
lifecycle. An increasing need to monitor 
and validate loan data has been levied by 
investors, which in turn necessitates ways 
for the lender to assimilate sources of data 

from a variety of systems and vendors. 
By connecting to the eLynx network, we 
provide lenders a total fulfillment solu-
tion that does not require multiple paths 
and exception processes to complete 
transactions. We’re able to achieve these 
things by focusing on integrated data and 
a transparent transaction status, which is 

critical to our business, our customers and 
for our industry.

Supporting the progression of eLend-
ing and loan quality initiatives has empha-
sized transaction data associated with the 
supporting documents. However, as data 
has become the focus, it has introduced 
challenges for all parties involved in the 
origination lifecycle to keep the flow of 

data between operational processes seam-
less and auditable. Underlying support 
of standards, like MISMO and ULDD, 
provide a common language to commu-
nicate making evolution towards end-
to-end integration more feasible. As the 
requirements for additional transparency 
are relatively new, efforts to ensure seam-

less data integration do not come quickly. 
These integrations just add to the efforts 
of overburdened technology and business 
resources from the lenders and the ad-
ditional work needed to coordinate with 
suppliers and vendors.

At eLynx, we understand that every 
lender is unique. The way they work op-
erationally, the systems used, and their 
objectives are diverse, which means there 
is no one-size-fits-all solution. That’s why 
we’ve extended our partner program to 
improve the flow and auditability of data 
throughout the transaction by integrat-
ing with industry service providers. This 
minimizes the disruption caused by new 
and evolving requirements.

Through these partnerships, our inte-
grated network can better serve lenders 
who need to establish a connection with 
many service providers and organizations 
to gain access to a single, end-to-end view 
into the status of a loan, and to do so with 
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As data has become the focus, it has 
introduced challenges for all parties involved in 
the origination lifecycle.
“ “



a single connection point. Enabling the 
transparent access and reporting through-
out the loan lifecycle is a key result of the 
partner program. Using direct integration 
to partner services, the provenance of loan 
data is maintained and an audit trail for all 
actions and results is preserved. 

While this breadth of services is im-
portant, it’s also key that the data trans-
ferred throughout all these connections is 
of high quality. Specific quality controls 
are either embedded directly into the eL-
ynx data collection mechanisms, or are 
integrated at specific points in the mort-
gage lifecycle. Consistency checks and 
balances ensure the data itself has relative 
integrity. And partnerships with external 
organizations, such as title underwriters, 
license bureaus, or third party non-credit 
companies, ensure the data is obtained 
from reputable sources. All together, the 
span of connections throughout the mort-
gage lifecycle and the improved quality 
of data enable mortgage lenders to pro-
vide the transparency required by the in-
dustry today.

Lenders are being severely challenged 
with keeping up to speed on frequent 
and wide-ranging changes in regulatory 
requirements.  By providing alternatives 
using leading document preparation and 
compliance providers, the eLynx partner 
program allows our lender customers to 
use existing eLynx network connectiv-
ity and feed the document provider part-
ner with data needed for the transaction. 
These partnerships allow us to accom-
modate a wide-range of unique needs. 
eLynx is able to integrate and extend the 
data while maintaining a complete and 
compliant audit trail throughout the pro-
cess. A data-centric document prepara-
tion vendor can be used for lenders who 
are closer to eLending initiatives, allow-
ing easy migration to eMortgage. Most 
importantly, this ensures data consistency 
between the LOS, document preparation, 
and fulfillment processes throughout the 
loan lifecycle.

Yet another group of partners in the 
eLynx network, title underwriters provide 
integrated data services to the eLynx elec-

tronic closing network. Through direct 
data integration with TU settlement sys-
tems we can validate the identity of settle-
ment agents and their standing with title 
underwriters before closing documents 
or funds are released. The addition of 
independent data sources allows yet an-
other level of validation during the clos-
ing processes and allows further evalua-
tions of the title or settlement companies, 
agents or attorneys, and other closing 
workflow participants. This integration 
helps increase accuracy and reduces the 
cycle time and costs associated with loan 
settlement activities by eliminating un-
necessary rekeying, duplication and er-
rors associated with loan data, while also 
providing a consistent audit trail of all 
loan data. Our electronic closing network 
can also reduce manual processes and in-

crease data accuracy through electronic 
reconciliation of the HUD.

We can, as an industry, restore trust 
with borrowers and investors through 
collaborative partnerships between those 
representing different stages of the mort-
gage lifecycle. Together, mortgages and 
loan data can be processed securely with 
enhanced transparency and efficiency, 
while maintaining the integrity of the data 
and traceability of the documents. This 
collective effort to restore trust, not only 
in the process, but in the data itself, will 
encourage investors to participate in the 
mortgage market more actively again, and 
then lenders to lend, which will strengthen 
our overall economy. This is mission criti-
cal to industry recovery and better serves 
our lender customers by bringing borrow-
ers back to the table. ❖
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As President and CEO, Sharon Matthews oversees the overall operations 
of the company and is responsible for the growth of eLynx’s market 
leadership position providing data-driven document distribution, 
collaboration, and connectivity services for the financial services, 
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